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Limited Partnerships Act 1907 A Joint Consultation Paper This consultation paper forms part of the joint review of partnership law, undertaken at the request of the Minister of State
at the Department of Trade and Industry. Part 2 gives a brief overview of the existing law; Part 3 discusses the formal requirements for establishing and operating a limited
partnership; Part 4 examines the liability and role of the limited partner and the withdrawal of capital; Part 5 discusses the rights and obligations of partners; Part 6 lists
consultation questions and provisional proposals of the joint Commission. Legal Skills Oxford University Press, USA The best-selling legal skills textbook in the market, Legal Skills is the
essential guide for law students, encompassing all the academic and practical skills in one manageable volume. It is an ideal text for students new to law, helping them make the
transition from secondary education and giving them the skills they need to succeed from the beginning of their degree, through exams and assessments and into their future
career. The ﬁrst part covers 'Sources of Law' and includes information on ﬁnding and using legislation, ensuring an understanding of where the law comes from and how to use it.
The second part covers 'Academic Legal Skills' and provides advice on general study and writing skills. This part also includes a section on referencing and avoiding plagiarism
amongst a number of other chapters designed to help students through the diﬀerent stages of the law degree. The third and ﬁnal part is dedicated to 'Practical Legal Skills'; a
section designed to help develop transferable skills in areas such as presentations and negotiations that will be highly valued by future employers. The text contains many useful
features designed to support a truly practical and self-reﬂective approach to legal skills including self-test questions, diagrams and practical activities. Students are given the
opportunity to take a 'hands on' approach to tackling a variety of legal skills from using cases to negotiation. Each skill is ﬁrmly set in its wider academic and professional context to
encourage an integrated approach to the learning of legal skills. Online resources -For lecturers, a bank of multiple choice questions and diagrams from the book -For students,
answers to the self-test questions and practical exercises from the book and a glossary of all the keywords and terms used within the text. There is also an extensive range of videos
with guidance on topics from what to expect from lectures and tutorials, how to research for essays and structure problem questions, to examples of good and bad practice in
mooting and negotiations. Studies in the Contract Laws of Asia Remedies for Breach of Contract Oxford University Press Studies in the Contract Laws of Asia provides an authoritative
account of the contract law regimes of selected Asian jurisdictions, including the major centres of commerce where until now, limited critical commentaries have been available in
the English language. In this new six part series of scholarly essays from leading scholars and commentators, each volume will oﬀer an insider's perspective into speciﬁc areas of
contract law, including: remedies, formation, parties, contents, vitiating factors, change of circumstances, illegality, and public policy, and will explore how these diverse
jurisdictions address common problems encountered in contractual disputes. Concluding each volume will be a closing discussion of the convergences and divergences throughout
eachacross the jurisdictions, and comparisons with European jurisdictions from which Asians well as an overview of the common themes found throughout each jurisdiction .contract
law derive. Volume I of this series examines the remedies for breach of contract in the laws of China, India, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Korea, and
Thailand. Speciﬁcally, it addresses the readiness of each legal system in their action to insist that parties perform their obligations; the methods of enforcing the parties' agreed
remedies for breach; and the ways in which monetary compensation are awarded. Each jurisdiction is discussed over two chapters; the ﬁrst chapter will examine the performance
remedies and agreed remedies, while the second explores the monetary remedies. A concluding chapter oﬀers a comparative overview. Lectures On Computation Perseus Books
Covering the theory of computation, information and communications, the physical aspects of computation, and the physical limits of computers, this text is based on the notes
taken by one of its editors, Tony Hey, on a lecture course on computation given b Flexibility in Modern Business Law A Comparative Assessment Springer This book brings together a
number of contributions examining how changes associated with economic globalization have contributed to the creation of new pressures on, and expectations of, those ﬁelds of
law connected to the regulation of cross-border commercial transactions. These new demands of law – in particular, that it be more agile or “ﬂexible” in regulating the economy –
have prompted lawmakers and regulators in multiple jurisdictions to adopt a range of new regulatory techniques and legal forms to respond to this challenge. In many cases, these
adaptations in law have entailed compromising traditional legal principles, such as legal certainty, in favor of empowering regulators with greater discretion than has traditionally
been permitted in modern law. This change raises important questions about the meaning of fairness (certainty or ﬂexibility), as well as the relationship between the public and
private good. Child Law Routledge This book is addressed at those studying the law relating to children on LLB or joint degrees with law as a major component. It seeks to provide
suﬃciently comprehensive coverage of the major components of a child law syllabus. The law has been radically reformed as a result of the Children Act 1989 and the working of the
Act and its attendant case law ﬁgures prominently in the book. The text also focuses on other areas of child law which are currently under review,and an updated analysis of the law
relating to child abduction is included. Trials of the State Law and the Decline of Politics Proﬁle Books A SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER In the past few decades, legislatures throughout
the world have suﬀered from gridlock. In democracies, laws and policies are just as soon unpicked as made. It seems that Congress and Parliaments cannot forge progress or
consensus. Moreover, courts often overturn decisions made by elected representatives. In the absence of eﬀective politicians, many turn to the courts to solve political and moral
questions. Rulings from the Supreme Courts in the United States and United Kingdom, or the European court in Strasbourg may seem to end the debate but the division and debate
does not subside. In fact, the absence of democratic accountability leads to radicalisation. Judicial overreach cannot make up for the shortcomings of politicians. This is especially
acute in the ﬁeld of human rights. For instance, who should decide on abortion or prisoners' rights to vote, elected politicians or appointed judges? Expanding on arguments ﬁrst
laid out in the 2019 Reith Lectures, Jonathan Sumption argues that the time has come to return some problems to the politicians. Lectures on Corporate Finance Second Edition World
Scientiﬁc Publishing Company This course of lectures introduces students to elementary concepts of corporate ﬁnance using a more systematic approach than is generally found in
other textbooks. Axioms are ﬁrst highlighted and the implications of these important concepts are studied afterwards. These implications are used to answer questions about
corporate ﬁnance, including issues related to derivatives pricing, state-price probabilities, dynamic hedging, dividends, capital structure decisions, and risk and incentive
management. Numerical examples are provided, and the mathematics is kept simple throughout. In this second edition, explanations have been improved, based on the authors'
experience teaching the material, especially concerning the scope of state-price probabilities in Chapter 12. There is also a new Chapter 22: Fourteen Insights. Infonomics for
Distributed Business and Decision-Making Environments: Creating Information System Ecology Creating Information System Ecology IGI Global Provides a greater understanding of
issues, challenges, trends, and technologies eﬀecting the overall utilization and management of information in modern organizations around the world. Human Rights Law Directions
Oxford University Press, USA Covers all the core areas of human rights law, combining an engaging approach with helpful learning features and plenty of headings to make this an ideal
text for those new to the subject Summaries, deﬁnitions, discussion topics and further reading references are integrated throughout the text and presented in a fresh colour design
to illuminate legal complexities and highlight essential concepts Reﬂective questions are included at the end of each chapter, with suggested key issues for consideration provided
on the book's accompanying website. These encourage students to reinforce their learning and foster best practice in developing a reasoned and structured approach to problem
solving An accompanying website provides updates on case law and legislative developments as well as an interactive test bank of multiple choice questions to help students
consolidate their knowledge Fresh two-colour text design makes the book easy to navigate and highlights cross references and learning features Human Rights Law is written in an
engaging and lively manner with an emphasis on explaining the key topics covered on human rights law courses with clarity. No previous knowledge of the subject is assumed but
the book provides a thorough introduction to the Human Rights Act 1998 and the way in which the Act gives eﬀect to the European Convention on Human Rights. It looks at the main
terms and implications of the convention rights themselves, highlighting some of the more complex and controversial issues of the subject. Intellectual Property Concentrate Law
Revision and Study Guide Intellectual Property Concentrate is written and designed to help you succeed. Accurate and reliable, Concentrate guides help focus your revision and
maximise your exam performance. Each guide includes revision tips, advice on how to achieve extra marks, and a thorough and focused breakdown of the key topics and cases.
Developments in Information & Knowledge Management for Business Applications Volume 1 Springer Nature This book provides solutions to manage information competently in order
to increase its business usage. The information/knowledge business is a highly-dynamic evolving industry, and the novel methodologies and practices for the business information
processing, as well as application of mathematical models to the business analytics and eﬃcient management, are the most essential for the decision-making and further
development of this ﬁeld. Consequently, in this series subline ﬁrst volume, the authors study challenges and opportunities, as well as embrace diﬀerent aspects of business
information processing for an eﬃcient enterprise management. The authors cover also methods and techniques, as well as strategies for the eﬃcient business information
processing for management. Besides, the authors analyse strategies for lowering business information/data loss, while improving customer satisfaction and maintenance levels. The
major goal is to analyse the key aspects of managerial implications on the informational business on the continuous basis. MoU and Agreement Current Aﬀairs Ebook- Download Free
CA Notes PDF here MoU and Agreement Current Aﬀairs for June. Know the latest agreements signed around the world. Testbook.com Get the MoU and Agreement Current Aﬀairs News
as Ebook here. Know about the various agreements signed between countries, banks, etc. for the month of June. Download the free PDF to support your preparation for Current
Aﬀairs section in the exam Lecture Notes In Global-local Policy Interactions World Scientiﬁc Globalization and recent developments in the world suggest strong relationships between
local and global decisions, actions and impacts. Global-local relationships are also associated with positive and negative externalities, which necessitate policy interventions.Lecture
Notes in Global-Local Policy Interactions discusses the process of building and managing a global public policy and the interaction of public policies at the global and local
(national/regional) levels. This book demonstrates the global negative externalities from under-regulation of various activities by one agent/country that aﬀect the well-being of
other agents/countries, and the design of policies (agreements) to reduce the impacts of such externalities. Possible opposed interests to global policies of local stakeholders and
the (local) policies they established to tackle such externalities in their jurisdictions are included as well.The book introduces concepts and principles associated with conﬂict,
negotiation and cooperation, all of which are part of policy reform and design. It explores to various extents the global-local interactions that are related to selected global policies.
Special emphasis is placed on global policies such as climate change, water, anti-terrorism, tobacco control, regulation of substances that deplete the ozone layer, desertiﬁcation,
and elimination of anti-personnel mines. Extreme Environment How environmental exaggeration harms emerging economies Penguin Random House South Africa Extreme Environment
promises to provoke fresh – and spirited – debate about the modern environmental movement and the many ways in which environmentalism, media, economics, public policy and
the politics of liberty intersect. In order to reduce poverty and continue to raise living standards requires a sensible, balanced approach to a healthy, productive environment. No
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country, but especially not those in the developing world, can aﬀord to be manipulated by the self-interested moralising and alarmism perpetrated by some special interest groups.
Exaggeration by environmentalists, many journalists and even some scientists causes undue fear and anxiety among those who don’t already dismiss the green lobby for crying
wolf. Worse, misinformation aﬀects regulation and policymaking in ways that actively harm developing economies. Starting with well-researched work questioning the claims of
opponents to shale-gas drilling, or ‘fracking’, Ivo Vegter argues that public opinion and policy ought to be informed by accurate data and reasoned argument. Using a wide range of
examples, from nuclear accidents and oil spills to food additives and agricultural chemicals, he demonstrates why we should be as sceptical of the emotive rhetoric of
environmentalists, which just as often turns out to be alarmist, or even false, as we are of corporate spin. Globally relevant, but oﬀering a unique perspective from a developing
country – South Africa – this book is a must-read for every thinking person who cares about the world we live in. Corporate Ties That Bind An Examination of Corporate Manipulation
and Vested Interest in Public Health Skyhorse + ORM Twenty-four essays dare to take major corporations to task about their increasing power over government laws and public health
issues. In the twenty-ﬁrst century, corporate inﬂuences have worked their way deep into government. As their power only increases, the arguments about their involvement with
public health have become increasingly black and white. With business interests at the center of medical and environmental issues, everything chemical or technological is good,
everything natural is bad; scientists who are funded by corporations are right and those who are independent are invariably wrong. Edited by Martin J. Walker, Corporate Ties that
Bind gathers essays written by acclaimed academics, activists, and epidemiologists from around the world. These essays scrutinize the corporate trickery and false science behind
those, like in-house epidemiologists, who attack and censure independent voices. This book addresses how the growth of corporatism is destroying liberal democracy and personal
choice. Whether addressing asbestos, radiation, PCBs, or vaccine regulation, the essays here reveal the dangers of trusting corporations and uncover the lengths to which they put
proﬁts before health. “This exposé will lead to more fairness in public and occupational health and to a new generation of objective public health-oriented advocates.” —James Huﬀ,
PhD, associate director for chemical carcinogenesis, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (US) “This timely and important book makes the compelling argument for
reform of the so-called ‘industry safety standards’ that permeate our everyday lives. Lucid, authoritative, and essential reading for ourselves and our children.” —Brian Stein and
Jonathan Mantle, authors of TheMicrowave Delusion Commercial Law in Scotland Semantic Web Technologies and Legal Scholarly Publishing Springer This work deals with the
applications of Semantic Publishing technologies in the legal domain, i.e., the use of Semantic Web technologies to address issues related to the Legal Scholarly Publishing.
Research in the ﬁeld of Law has a long tradition in the application of semantic technologies, such as Semantic Web and Linked Data, to real-world scenarios. This book investigates
and proposes solutions for three main issues that Semantic Publishing needs to address within the context of the Legal Scholarly Publishing: the need of tools for linking document
text to a formal representation of its meaning; the lack of complete metadata schemas for describing documents according to the publishing vocabulary and the absence of eﬀective
tools and user interfaces for easily acting on semantic publishing models and theories. In particular, this work introduces EARMARK, a markup meta language that allows one to
create markup documents without the structural and semantic limits imposed by markup languages such as XML. EARMARK is a platform to link the content layer of a document with
its intended formal semantics and it can be used with the Semantic Publishing and Referencing (SPAR) Ontologies, another topic in this book. SPAR Ontologies are a collection of
formal models providing an upper semantic layer for describing the publishing domain. Using EARMARK as a foundation for SPAR descriptions opens up to a semantic
characterisation of all the aspects of a document and of its parts. Finally, four user-friendly tools are introduced: LODE, KC-Viz, Graﬀoo and Gaﬀe. They were expressly developed to
facilitate the interaction of publishers and domain experts with Semantic Publishing technologies by shielding such users from the underlying formalisms and semantic models of
such technologies. Legal Ontology Engineering Methodologies, Modelling Trends, and the Ontology of Professional Judicial Knowledge Springer Science & Business Media Enabling
information interoperability, fostering legal knowledge usability and reuse, enhancing legal information search, in short, formalizing the complexity of legal knowledge to enhance
legal knowledge management are challenging tasks, for which diﬀerent solutions and lines of research have been proposed. During the last decade, research and applications based
on the use of legal ontologies as a technique to represent legal knowledge has raised a very interesting debate about their capacity and limitations to represent conceptual
structures in the legal domain. Making conceptual legal knowledge explicit would support the development of a web of legal knowledge, improve communication, create trust and
enable and support open data, e-government and e-democracy activities. Moreover, this explicit knowledge is also relevant to the formalization of software agents and the shaping
of virtual institutions and multi-agent systems or environments. This book explores the use of ontologism in legal knowledge representation for semantically-enhanced legal
knowledge systems or web-based applications. In it, current methodologies, tools and languages used for ontology development are revised, and the book includes an exhaustive
revision of existing ontologies in the legal domain. The development of the Ontology of Professional Judicial Knowledge (OPJK) is presented as a case study. Cases and Materials in
Company Law Oxford University Press Cases and Materials in Company Law is well-established as the best casebook on company law available. It covers all vital cases and combines
sophisticated commentary with well-chosen notes and questions. This edition retains the original successful structure and style, whilst being fully updated to reﬂect changes
following the Companies Act 2006. Lecture Notes in Management Science Volume 11 ORLAB Analytics We are pleased to welcome readers to this issue of Lecture Notes in Management
Science (LNMS), Volume 11. The series reports signiﬁcant scientiﬁc research results in the ﬁeld of operational research and management science (OR/MS). The variety of material
published usually includes proceedings or post-proceedings for respective conferences, monographs and technical reports which may be based on outstanding research projects.
Information Technology in Environmental Engineering Proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Information Technologies in Environmental Engineering (ITEE 2015)
Springer This book presents new concepts as well as practical applications and experiences in the ﬁeld of information technology for environmental engineering. The book has three
main focus areas: ﬁrstly, it shows how information technologies can be employed to support natural resource management and conservation, environmental engineering, scientiﬁc
simulation and integrated assessment studies. Secondly, it demonstrates the application of computing in the everyday practices of environmental engineers, natural scientists,
economists and social scientists. And thirdly, it demonstrates how the complexity of natural phenomena can be approached using interdisciplinary methods, where computer science
oﬀers the infrastructure needed for environmental data collection and management, scientiﬁc simulations, decision support documentation and reporting.The book collects selected
papers presented at the 7th International Symposium on Environmental Engineering, held in Port Elizabeth, South Africa in July 2015. It discusses recent success stories in ecoinformatics, promising ideas and new challenges from the interdisciplinary viewpoints of computer scientists, environmental engineers, economists and social scientists,
demonstrating new paradigms for problem-solving and decision-making. Property Law and Practice 2018/2019 CLP Legal Practice Guides The Antitrust Paradox A Policy at War With
Itself The most important book on antitrust ever written. It shows how antitrust suits adversely aﬀect the consumer by encouraging a costly form of protection for ineﬃcient and
uncompetitive small businesses. The Fourth Industrial Revolution Penguin UK The founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum on how the impending technological
revolution will change our lives We are on the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. And this one will be unlike any other in human history. Characterized by new technologies
fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, the Fourth Industrial Revolution will impact all disciplines, economies and industries - and it will do so at an unprecedented rate.
World Economic Forum data predicts that by 2025 we will see: commercial use of nanomaterials 200 times stronger than steel and a million times thinner than human hair; the ﬁrst
transplant of a 3D-printed liver; 10% of all cars on US roads being driverless; and much more besides. In The Fourth Industrial Revolution, Schwab outlines the key technologies
driving this revolution, discusses the major impacts on governments, businesses, civil society and individuals, and oﬀers bold ideas for what can be done to shape a better future for
all. Business 4.0 as a Subject of the Digital Economy Springer Nature This book substantiates the transformation processes in the system of modern entrepreneurship in the conditions
of formation of Industry 4.0. The authors develop a scientiﬁc concept of business 4.0, determine the speciﬁc features of business 4.0 and current problems and perspectives of its
development in developed and developing markets, study the infrastructural provision of business 4.0 in view of its sectorial speciﬁcs, outline the perspectives and
recommendations in the sphere of development of business 4.0, and oﬀer the scientiﬁc and practical recommendations for state and corporate management. Tax Policy Challenges
in the 21st Century Schriftenreihe IStR Band 86 Linde Verlag GmbH The Major Developments in Tax Policy Steadily increasing globalization as well as the ﬁnancial and economic crisis
have brought major challenges for states in ensuring budgetary consolidation while maintaining sustainable economic growth. These developments have not only inﬂuenced political
and economic discussions in the 21st century, but also raise new questions on the role of taxation in the economic policy environment. National taxation systems worldwide are
subject to signiﬁcant changes and it is assumed that they will develop in a more co-operative way in the near future. This book aims at identifying the major developments in tax
policy in the 21st century on a national as well as on an international level and gives an in-depth analysis of the challenges and risks, but also of the opportunities connected to
these developments. Ist covers numerous and discrete issues ranging from challenges in the VAT/GST area, the taxation of the ﬁnancial sector, the ﬁght against aggressive tax
planning, tax abuse and tax evasion, tax integration within the EU, the development of transfer pricing rules, the increasing role of co-operative compliance and good governance
and the changing tax policies of developing and newly industrialized countries. The contributions in this book build upon a legal comparison of the national tax systems in the
relevant ﬁelds, propose tax policy solutions where required and give ideas on how to go forward. Research Methods for Business Students Pearson Education Brings the theory,
philosophy and techniques of research to life and enables students to understand the relevance of the research methods. This book helps you learn from worked examples and case
studies based on real student research, illustrating what to do and what not to do in your project. Data-Centric Business and Applications Evolvements in Business Information
Processing and Management (Volume 2) Springer This book explores various aspects of data engineering and information processing. In this second volume, the authors assess the
challenges and opportunities involved in doing business with information. Their contributions on business information processing and management reﬂect diverse viewpoints – not
only technological, but also business and social. As the global marketplace grows more and more complex due to the increasing availability of data, the information business is
steadily gaining popularity and has a huge impact on modern society. Thus, there is a growing need for consensus on how business information can be created, accessed, used and
managed. Responsible Business in a Changing World New Management Approaches for Sustainable Development Springer Nature This book explores the current state of Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) from an international perspective, the goal being to share ideas and visions for a sustainable future and to provide useful guidelines for academics,
practitioners and policymakers in the context of the 2030 “Agenda for Sustainable Development” released by the United Nations. Research on CSR has evolved considerably over
the last three decades. However, there are still many unanswered questions concerning the sustainability of business in an increasingly changing world, for example: If most
companies consider CSR to be valuable to their organizations, why do only 15% of them systematically implement Social Responsibility initiatives? If CSR has been found to be
proﬁtable for companies, why are they so reluctant to develop an active, internal CSR policy? Why are there such signiﬁcant diﬀerences in CSR adoption from country to country?
Why does it take a huge crisis to make politicians react and regulate certain core CSR issues? This contributed volume answers these questions, presenting a wealth of case studies
and new approaches in the process. Fundamentals of Biostatistics Cengage Learning Bernard Rosner's FUNDAMENTALS OF BIOSTATISTICS is a practical introduction to the methods,
techniques, and computation of statistics with human subjects. It prepares students for their future courses and careers by introducing the statistical methods most often used in
medical literature. Rosner minimizes the amount of mathematical formulation (algebra-based) while still giving complete explanations of all the important concepts. As in previous
editions, a major strength of this book is that every new concept is developed systematically through completely worked out examples from current medical research problems.
Most methods are illustrated with speciﬁc instructions as to implementation using software either from SAS, Stata, R, Excel or Minitab. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. Getting to Plan B Breaking Through to a Better Business Model Harvard Business Press
You have a new venture in mind. And you've crafted a business plan so detailed it's a work of art. Don't get too attached to it. As John Mullins and Randy Komisar explain in Getting
to Plan B, new businesses are fraught with uncertainty. To succeed, you must change the plan in real time as the inevitable challenges arise. In fact, studies show that
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entrepreneurs who stick slavishly to their Plan A stand a greater chance of failing-and that many successful businesses barely resemble their founders' original idea. The authors
provide a rigorous process for stress testing your Plan A and determining how to alter it so your business makes money, solves customers' needs, and endures. You'll discover
strategies for: -Identifying the leap-of-faith assumptions hidden in your plan -Testing those assumptions and unearthing why the plan might not work -Reconﬁguring the ﬁve
components of your business model-revenue model, gross margin model, operating model, working capital model, and investment model-to create a sounder Plan B. Filled with
success stories and cautionary tales, this book oﬀers real cases illustrating the authors' unique process. Whether your idea is for a start-up or a new business unit within your
organization, Getting to Plan B contains the road map you need to reach success. Early Identiﬁcation and Intervention of Suicide Risk in Chinese Young Adults Springer Nature This
book presents a concise introduction to the contemporary research and practice of suicide prevention, and it addresses the cognitive and neurological aspects of suicide. With the
inclusion of extensive thought-provoking material, this book is of great value to clinicians, researchers, educators, students, and anyone who are broadly interested in suicide
assessments and interventions. The authors' overview of diﬀerent theories of suicide is also particularly useful for anyone aiming to understand and appropriately respond to the
suicidal behavior of individuals, in particular, young adults and students. The erudite authors' analysis of the research topics within suicide makes this book valuable to educators,
students, and researchers who care about prevention and protection from suicide. As the book addresses common issues in treating individuals at risk of suicide, this represents an
essential resource for anyone working with this high-risk population. Since this substantive and authoritative book shows for the ﬁrst time how innovative tools such as
neuroimaging tools and mobile apps can be used in suicide intervention, this book is a useful resource for all those interested in keeping up-to-date with recent research and
practice in suicide.-- Report on Wrongful Interference with Goods The Second Media Age John Wiley & Sons This book examines the implications of new communication technologies in
the light of the most recent work in social and cultural theory and argues that new developments in electronic media, such as the Internet and Virtual Reality, justify the designation
of a "second media age". Wave Turbulence Springer Science & Business Media Wave Turbulence refers to the statistical theory of weakly nonlinear dispersive waves. There is a wide and
growing spectrum of physical applications, ranging from sea waves, to plasma waves, to superﬂuid turbulence, to nonlinear optics and Bose-Einstein condensates. Beyond the
fundamentals the book thus also covers new developments such as the interaction of random waves with coherent structures (vortices, solitons, wave breaks), inverse cascades
leading to condensation and the transitions between weak and strong turbulence, turbulence intermittency as well as ﬁnite system size eﬀects, such as “frozen” turbulence,
discrete wave resonances and avalanche-type energy cascades. This book is an outgrow of several lectures courses held by the author and, as a result, written and structured rather
as a graduate text than a monograph, with many exercises and solutions oﬀered along the way. The present compact description primarily addresses students and non-specialist
researchers wishing to enter and work in this ﬁeld. Social Enterprise Law Trust, Public Beneﬁt and Capital Markets Oxford University Press Social enterprises represent a new kind of
venture, dedicated to pursuing proﬁts for owners and beneﬁts for society. Social Enterprise Law provides tools that will allow them to raise the capital they need to ﬂourish. Social
Enterprise Law weaves innovation in contract and corporate governance into powerful protections against insiders sacriﬁcing goals such as environmental sustainability in the
pursuit of short-term proﬁts. Creating a stable balance between ﬁnancial returns and public beneﬁts will allow social entrepreneurs to team up with impact investors that share
their vision of a double bottom line. Brakman Reiser and Dean show how novel legal technologies can allow social enterprises to access capital markets, including unconventional
sources such as crowdfunding. With its straightforward insights into complex areas of the law, the book shows how a social mission can even be shielded from the turbulence of an
acquisition or bankruptcy. It also shows why, as the metrics available to measure the impact of social missions on individuals and communities become more sophisticated, such
legal innovations will continue to become more robust. By providing a comprehensive survey of the U.S. laws and a bold vision for how legal institutions across the globe could be
reformed, this book oﬀers new insights and approaches to help social enterprises raise the capital they need to ﬂourish. It oﬀers a rich guide for students, entrepreneurs, investors,
and practitioners. Modern Global Economic System: Evolutional Development vs. Revolutionary Leap Springer Nature This proceedings book reﬂects the alternative way of
development of the modern global economic system. It sets evolutionary development in opposition to revolutionary leap. The search for the best way to develop the world economy
in the present and future is carried out. The social environment and the human-centered development of the modern global economic system have been explored. The features of
training of personnel for the modern global economic system through the development of vocational education and training have been studied. Sustainable development, energy
and food security have been identiﬁed as signiﬁcant milestones of the progress of the modern global economic system. Innovations and digital technologies have been suggested as
the drivers of growth and development of the modern global economic system. Consideration has been given to the institutional framework and legal groundwork for the
development of the modern global economic system. The fundamentals have been identiﬁed and recommendations have been put forward for improving governmental regulation,
ﬁnancial and capital investment support for integration in the modern global economic system. The book includes the best works based on the results of the 22nd International
Research-to-Practice Conference “Current Issues of the Global Economy” which was held on June 19, 2020, at the Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia (PFUR) (Moscow, Russia)
and the 14th National Research-to-Practice Conference “A New Paradigm of Social and Economic Development in the Age of Intelligent Machines,” which was held on May 14–16,
2020 (Nizhny Novgorod, Russia), VIII International Research-to-Practice Conference “Multipolar Globalization and Russia,” which was held on May 21–23, 2020 (Rostov-on-Don,
Russia), III All-Russian Research-to-Practice Conference “Power, Business, and Education: The Ascent to Man,” which was held on May 21–22, 2020 (Krasnoyarsk, Russia),
International Research-to-Practice Conference “Current Issues and Ways of Industrial Development: Engineering and Technologies,” which was held from September 28, 2020, till
October 1, 2020 (Komsomolsk-on-Amur), and the 15th National Research-to-Practice Conference “New Models of Behavior of Market Players in the Conditions of Digital Economy,”
which was held on October 29–30, 2020, at Ufa State Oil Technical University, Institute of Economics and Service (Ufa, Russia). The target audience of the book consists of scholars
studying the features of development of the global economic system at the present stage and the prospects for its future progress. Perspectives on Legal Education Contemporary
Responses to the Lord Upjohn Lectures Routledge This edited collection oﬀers a critical overview of the major debates in legal education set in the context of the Lord Upjohn
Lectures, the annual event that draws together legal educators and professionals in the United Kingdom to consider the major debates and changes in the ﬁeld. Presented in a
unique format that reproduces classic lectures alongside contemporary responses from legal education experts, this book oﬀers both an historical overview of how these debates
have developed and an up-to-date critical commentary on the state of legal education today. As the full impact of the introduction of university fees, the Legal Education and
Training Review and the regulators’ responses are felt in law departments across England and Wales, this collection oﬀers a timely reﬂection on legal education’s legacy, as well as
critical debate on how it will develop in the future. Corporate Governance Regulation How Poor Management Is Destroying the Global Economy John Wiley & Sons Why U.S. corporate
governance regulation has lost its way, and what must be done to improve it Modern history persuasively demonstrates the inexorable link that binds comprehensive regulation to
the global economy. This important book, rather than simply recount a litany of corporate governance failures, persuasively explains why, despite policymakers' best intentions,
regulation has failed in the modern era. An objective study intended for a diverse readership, Corporate Governance Regulation unveils the underlying, root causes of regulatory
failure. The result: A compelling and original analysis, broadly suited for a global audience of all backgrounds. Written by published, subject-area experts, the authors carefully
delineate how U.S. corporate governance regulation, beginning with Sarbanes Oxley, lacks an adequate rational basis, as may be attributed to a non-existent policy dialogue The
witnessed result: A conspicuous lack of regulatory eﬃcacy, enormous costs, coupled with paltry beneﬁts The focus is upon reigniting a stalled, non-productive policy dialogue, by
eschewing stale, overly-polemicized arguments, as needed to develop a common ground Drawing from an eclectic, analytic framework, governance experts Nicholas Vakkur and
Zulma Herrera oﬀer both the professional and global citizen alike a multi-dimensional understanding of issues critical to global economic health. Nuanced and persuasively argued,
Corporate Governance Regulation represents a formidable catalyst in the elusive, ongoing quest for global economic stability.
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